Core | Student Materials

- Student Book
- Practice Book
- Leveled Library (see inside for full list)
- Explorer Book Collection (see inside for full list)

Core | Teacher Materials

- Teacher’s Editions (4 total)
- Academic Talk Flip Chart
- Teamwork Activities
- Assessment Handbook
  Benchmark Tests
  Placement Test and
  Teacher’s Manual

- Sing with Me Language Songs
  Big Books
- Reach into Phonics Foundations
- Exam View® Test Generator
- Magazine Maker CD-ROM
- Language Builder Picture Cards
Leveled Library | (over 100 fiction and nonfiction titles)

Explorer Book Collection | (32 titles; 2 levels per title)

*Titles subject to change
Pathfinder books are also available in Spanish
2 levels for each title: Pioneer (below level) and Pathfinder (on level)
Technology | For Students
myNGconnect.com
- Student eEdition
- Magazine Maker
- My Vocabulary Notebook
- Read with Me MP3
- My Assignments
- Close Reading
- Mark-Up Models

Technology | For Teachers
myNGconnect.com
- Teacher eEditions
- Online Lesson Planner
- eVisuals
- Family Newsletters
- Practice Masters
- Complex Texts

Student Home Page
- My Books
- My Assignments
- My Tests
- Vocabulary Notebook

Teacher Home Page
- Teacher & Student eEditions
- Online Lesson Planner
- eVisuals

Digital Library
- Learn More
- Engage students with interactive learning tools.

Vocabulary Games
- Look Inside
- 54321
- Reach for Reading - Grade 3

Comprehension Coach
- Build Background Video
- Introduce the Build Background Video
- Build Background Video
- eVisual 3.1
- Practice Book 3.1

Interactive Whiteboard Activities
- Share What You Know
- Begin the Unit Concept Map
- Language Arts Block
- Share What You Know
- Think of a force of nature, such as an earthquake or a storm, that you have read about or seen on TV.
- Draw a picture of it.
- Share your picture with the class. Explain your drawing.

Build Background: Watch a video about forces of nature.
NGReach.com
I saw a tornado on TV.

Unit at a Glance
- Language: Tell an Original Story, Express Opinions and Ideas, Science Words
- Literacy: Synthesize Content: Forces of Nature

Teacher & Student eEditions
- Reach into Teaching
- Leveled Book Finder

Student eEdition
- Magazine Maker
- My Vocabulary Notebook
- Read with Me MP3
- My Assignments
- Close Reading
- Mark-Up Models

Technology | For Students
myNGconnect.com
- Student eEdition
- Magazine Maker
- My Vocabulary Notebook
- Read with Me MP3
- My Assignments
- Close Reading
- Mark-Up Models

Technology | For Teachers
myNGconnect.com
- Teacher eEditions
- Online Lesson Planner
- eVisuals
- Family Newsletters
- Practice Masters
- Complex Texts

Interactive Whiteboard Activities
- Share What You Know
- Begin the Unit Concept Map
- Language Arts Block
- Share What You Know
- Think of a force of nature, such as an earthquake or a storm, that you have read about or seen on TV.
- Draw a picture of it.
- Share your picture with the class. Explain your drawing.

Build Background: Watch a video about forces of nature.
NGReach.com
I saw a tornado on TV.